
Eons have passed since Gods, Demons and Beasts walked the earth. In this new 
fantasy themed slot from ReelPlay, who will reign supreme in this battle of the ages? 
From four corners of the ancient world a champion has been sent from each realm in 

the ultimate contest to conquer all...

The legendary Great Griffon from the Near East is a beast unrivalled in the sky. From 
Hellas comes the Terrifying Hydra, a poisonous serpent with many heads. From his 

slumber in the depths of the Labyrinth is the Mighty Minotaur; and from the wild 
plains the Centaur Champion brings unparalleled marksmanship. 

Combining Infinity Reels™ mechanics with the potential riches of the Bonus Wheel 
feature – Age of Beasts Infinity Reels™ offers infinite possibilities.

Each Free Spins trigger comes with a Bonus Wheel feature - pays include instant 
win prizes and the opportunity to enhance the play by adding free spins and symbol 
win multipliers. The extent of the wheel’s potential riches can extend to one of four 

potential Jackpot prizes

Score 13 additional reels to win the 888x Infinity Bonus on top of any other wins.

Mythology, magic and chaos bring Beastly Rewards, be ready for the great battle 
ahead!
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£60.00 £0.25

MAX EXPOSURE:

MAX BET: MIN BET:

 € £237,384

All spins begin with 3 reels.

On any spin, if the rightmost reel improves any symbol 
combination, then an extra reel is added to the right.

The new reel is spun, and if it again improves any symbol 
combination then another reel is added and so on.

Wins are calculated once no extra reel is added.

There is no upper limit imposed on the number of reels 
that can be added.

Any CHEST symbol win during the base game triggers 
the Wheel Feature.

The Wheel Feature pays instant prizes and can also 
improve the number of spins and symbol win multiplier 
increment of the upcoming Free Spins feature.

8 Free Spins with a Symbol Win Multiplier Increment of 1 
are stored.

Five wheels are presented with incrementally larger 
prizes. 

The Wheel Feature is played at the same bet of the 
triggering spin. 

A prize of 888x total bet is awarded for any spin that 
results in 13 or more reels being added.

Free Spins commence once the Wheel Feature 
completes.

The player is awarded as many spins as were stored in 
the Wheel Feature.

The Symbol Multiplier increases by the amount that was 
stored in the Wheel Feature every time a new reel is 
added.

Any CHEST symbol win during Free Spins awards an 
extra 4 spins.

Free Spins are played at the same bet of the triggering 
spin.

A prize of 888x total bet is awarded for any 
spin that results in 13 or more reels being 
added.

FEATURES

WHEEL FEATURE

INFINITY BONUS

FREE SPINS

TECHNICAL DATA

MOBILE TABLET DESKTOP

RTP: 

LANGUAGES: 

Base Game = 191.5x bet

with Bonus = 3956.4 x bet

95.57%

All languages / currencies supported by your platform

MEDIUM HIGH VOLATILITY

1,000 x bet

VOLATILITY:

TOP AWARD:

AVAILABLE ON:

FREE ROUNDS AVAILABLE

MAX WIN:

MAX WIN: 
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PAYTABLE

4 3 3

WILD
 substitutes for all 

symbols except 
CHEST

Any CHEST symbol 
win in base game 

triggers 
the Wheel Feature.

5
5

2 2 2

2 1 1

Symbols pay from left to right except CHEST (which pays any) where the participating symbol count is greater or equal to 5.
Symbol pays are calculated as the number of participating symbols multiplied by the symbol value as found in the Paytable.

Wins are multiplied by the coin value.



The information contained herein is provided solely in relation to the development and supply of Interactive Wagering Games by ReelPlay Pty Ltd to the recipient, thus is confidential and not to be 
redistributed without the consent of ReelPlay Pty Ltd.
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Innovative and recognized slot mechanics - 
Infinity Reels™

Fantastical character art, inspired by 
mythology and brought to life through 
captivating art 

Sticky Multipliers in Free Spins

Bonus prize of 888x your bet upon 
reaching 13 additional reels or more

Dynamic, chasing base gameplay

Epic and engaging soundtrack

Infinity Reels™ mechanics

Chain reactions and multipliers

Infinite possibilities

Exciting pace of Free Spins with 
Incrementing Multipliers

Fans of Fantasy and mythology

Targeting players who enjoy:

AUDIENCEKEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING TO PLAYERS

PROMO TEXT

Chase your additional 
reels and multipliers Mythology, magic and chaos bring 

Beastly Rewards!  

No Limit on the amount of Infinity Reels™

Fortune favors the brave in 
the Wheel Feature! 

Reach your 888x 
Infinity Bonus

The Age of Beasts has 
been unleashed upon 

mankind!

Ready yourself for an epic 
clash of strength and will 


